New York Tire/Izzo Property
Town of Smithtown

Region 1, Suffolk County

Site Setup:
Surrounded by scrubby vegetation, the site consists of one large pile of tires and several smaller non contiguous piles.

Number of tires: 500,000 estimated whole tires are on this site. A separate pit of depth varying from 10-35 feet is filled with shredded tires. This pit is estimated to contain an additional 1.5 million shredded tires. Total of 2 million tire equivalents estimated.

Condition of tires:
Mix of old, dirty tires covered with vegetation and clean, exposed tires.

Access to Site:
There is direct access to an improved road. Fire breaks were created but have since become overgrown. Some tires border the edge of a large pit and have fallen in. They will be difficult to remove.

Concerns:
Proximity to light industry and human activity. Fire and Vectors